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1.Which statement is true regarding securing connection using MACsec?
A. It secures connection between two supplicant clients
B. Switch uses session keys to calculate decrypted packet ICV value for the frame integrity check
C. Switch configured for MACSec can only accept MACSec frames from the MACSec client
D. It is implemented after a successful MAB authentication of supplicant
E. It provides network layer encryption on a wireless network
F. ISAKMP protocol is used to manage MACSec encryption keys
Answer: B
2.Which statement is correct regarding password encryption and integrity on a cisco IOS device?
A. With “enable secret” missing in the configuration the console session cannot get privilege access using
console password due to missing encryption
B. The “enable password” is preferred over “enable secret” as it uses a stronger encryption algorithm
C. The “service password-encryption” global command encrypts all the passwords except the CHAP
secret
D. The “username<name> secret<password>” command encrypts the password with SHA-256 hashing
E. The “enable secret” uses MD5 for the password hashing
F. The “service password-encryption” global command performs both encryption and hashing of all the
passwords
Answer: E
3.If multiple contexts share an ingress interface which would be the criteria used by ASA for packet
classification?
A. Destination IP address
B. ASA ingress interface IP address
C. ASA ingress interface unique MAC address
D. ASA NAT configuration
E. Policy based routing on ASA
F. ASA egress interface IP address
G. Destination MAC address
Answer: C
4.Which statement is true about Dual-Hub DMVPN implementation where each spoke has two
connections, one to each hub via different ISPs
A. It uses multipoint GRE tunnel
B. It does not allow tunnel protection using IPsec
C. It does not allow NHRP authentication
D. It uses two tunnel interface on each hub to terminate connection from each spoke
E. It uses a single tunnel interface on a spoke to connect two different hubs
F. It uses point-to-point GRE tunnel
Answer: A
5.What is the best description of a docker file?
A. Text document used to build an image
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B. Message Daemon files
C. Software used to manage containers
D. Repository for docker images
Answer: A
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